
                 
 

V-RAY LIGHTS – PLANE, SPHERE & MESH 
 

This demonstration covers the some of the settings of the V-Ray Plane, Sphere and Mesh lights. 

 



                 
 

1. In the folder 03 04 Office Building open the scene named 03 Lights Intro.max 

2. Start V-Ray RT 

 

 

3. Open the V-Ray Light Lister and select the VRayLight001 light: 

 



                 
 

 

4. Try different values for the Radius parameter and note the effect on the shadows. When the light 

source is larger the shadows are softer and vice versa.  

  

5. While changing the size of the light, note that the overall brightness of the image remains 

relatively constant.  

6. Click the Show Pixel information button and point at different areas of the image if you want to 

see exact pixel data. 

 

7. Note that when you change the size of the light, the overall brightness of the image remains 

unchanged but the brightness of the light shape changes. 

8. Switch the Units parameter to Default(image): 



                 
 

 

9. Try different values for the Radius parameter and note how this affects the brightness of the 

image and the color values of the light shape (use the Show pixel information button) 

10. Set the Radius parameter to 2.0cm, the Units parameter to Radiant power(W) and the Multiplier 

to 4.0: 

 

11. Switch the Mode to Color and try different values for the Color parameter. Make sure you do not 

use too saturated colors: 

 



                 
 

 

12. Switch the Mode to Temperature and try different values for the Temperature parameter.  

 



                 
 

  

13. Set the Temperature parameter to 6000 

14. Switch the Mode back to Color  

15. Switch the Type to Disk: 

 

16. Switch the Type to Plane: 



                 
 

 

17. Try different values for the Half-length and Half-width parameters. Note how they affect the 

softness of the shadows.  

  

18. Note that changing the size of the light doesn’t affect the overall brightness of the image. Why is 

that? 

19. Try changing the color of the light. Use both modes: Temperature and Color.  



                 
 

20. Switch the Mode parameter to Temperature and the Temperature parameter to 6000 

21. Set both the Half-length and Half-width parameters to 5 

22. Enable the Double-sided checkbox: 

 

23. Note that when the intensity of the light drops. Why is that? 

  

24. Switch the Units parameter to Default(image) and note how toggling the Double-sided checkbox 

 



                 
 

   

25. Disable the Double-sided checkbox, set the Units parameter to Radiant power(W) and the 

Multiplier to 2 

26. Set the Directional parameter to 0.5 and note how the light is getting more focused 

 



                 
 

 

27. Try different values for the Directional parameter and then set it to 0 

28. Enable the Texture checkbox and connect the Map #0 Gradient Ramp texture to the slot below: 



                 
 

 

 



                 
 

29.  Use different settings for the Map #0 Gradient Ramp texture. For example, change the colors 

and their position or adjust the tiling: 

 

 



                 
 

30. Disable the Texture checkbox 

31. Open the Layer Explorer 

 

32. Unhide the Mesh_Light_Geo layer 

 

33. Switch the light Type to Mesh 

 

34. Click on the Pick mesh button 

 

35. Select the Torus geometry that appeared after step 32: 



                 
 

 

36. Try different settings for the Color of the light 

37. Try different values for the Multiplier parameter 

38. Use the Scale tool to change the size of the light: 



                 
 

 

39. Open the V-Ray Light Lister, disable the VRayLight001 and enable the Key_Light and Rim_Light 

 



                 
 

 

40. To see the scene with materials applied, in the folder 03 04 Office_Building open the Vase 

(Est).max scene and render it: 



                 
 

 


